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Annie Monaco, LCSW, RPT
Email: playfulemdr@gmail.com
Website: https://playfulemdr.com

Let’s Play EMDR: Healing the Wounds of Trauma and Disrupted
Attachment in Children and Adolescents
Learning Objectives:
Construct a framework of how to integrate the core therapeutic powers of play within the Adaptive Information Processing
model with an emphasis on how play allows for the full body learning that is developmentally appropriate for younger
children.
2. Utilize a play therapy scripted technique for obtaining a trauma history from the child in a developmentally sensitive way
during Phase One of EMDR.
3. Apply a play therapy intervention to install and enhance positive beliefs and resources during phase two to make the client
stronger.
4. Use props and play options to help children become familiar with bilateral stimulation (BLS) to notice their own feelings and
body sensations during play therapy sessions in the preparation phase.
5. Explain 2 ways of inviting and guiding play narratives using prescriptive play therapy that titrate the approach to traumatic
material during assessment, desensitization and reprocessing phases.
6. Apply an understanding about window of tolerance, dissociation theory, and a screening interview to evaluate children in
the playroom and educate parents about problematic behaviors through the lens of dissociation.
7. Utilize prescriptive play therapy activities and somatic resourcing to stabilize children and to decrease dissociative episodes
in and out of the playroom during preparation and reprocessing phases of EMDR.
8. Explore the practical application of polyvagal theory and how therapeutic presence in the playroom activates the conditions
for the interoception of safety in EMDR therapy.
9. Learn to distinguish self-states and use developmentally appropriate ego-state language through play with a Dissociation
Doll and drawing activity.
10. For in-person participants: practice technique for parts work with partners in sand trays; For livestream/on demand
participants: view pre-recorded demo based on case study.
1.

Daily Schedule
Day 1
Module 1: Play Therapy and AIP; Phase
1
Break
Module 2: Preparation phase, polyvagal
theory ; Phase 3 in the play
Lunch
Module 3: Phases 4-5 Bridges to
Processing, interweaves; Closure and
Re-evaluation with Parents
Break
Module 4: Attachment theory and
interventions; storytelling method
Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco

Day 2
Module 1: Complex Trauma and
dissociation
Break
Module 2: Structural dissociation and
treatment; understanding “parts”
Lunch
Module 3: Play supported EMDR for
complex cases; understanding angry
and hostile states
Break
Module 4:
Play parts of self process; case studies
playfulemdr.com
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Case Formulation Worksheet
PHASE 1 HISTORY AND TREATMENT PLANNING
Problem behaviors of child:
Triggers: (What type of events gets the child upset?):
Trauma/Loss events: (If you don’t know, make an educated guess of the history):

PHASE 2 PREPARATION FOR THIS CHILD:
Signs that the Child is not safe/socially engaged?
Soothing and Grounding options:
What other preparation/resourcing is needed?
PHASE 3 ASESSMENT: What have you learned about the trauma memory network from being with
this child?
2.
Negative
beliefs
learned ?

5. Feelings
present?

1. Images,
sensory data?

3. I wish I
could
believe..

4.. Body
sensations?
Intensity?

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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PHASE 4: PROCESSING TARGETS
How might I invite this child “over the bridge” into processing trauma targets?

ATTACHMENT
Attachment Wounds, important good things that didn’t happen (validation, delight, repairing breaks,
etc.)?

What is the Attachment Coping Style (Secure, Insecure/Avoidant, Ambivalent, Disorganized?)

What Attachment History Questions do you need to ask the caregivers?

Which animal adaptation do they use? More than one?

Attachment INTERVENTIONS
What attachment activities are needed?

Consider the Storytelling approach for EMDR processing?

Compiled by Annie Monaco and Ann Beckley-Forest, excepts from Ricky Greenwald. playfulemdr.com rev 09.21

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Bowl of Light

Scripted Trauma History intervention (materials needed – bowl and stones)

(developed by Ann Beckley-Forest-- inspired by Joyce Mills’ StoryPlay narrative and traditional Hawaiian story, with
language from Ricky Greenwald’s trauma history approach)

“There was once a people in Hawaii who believed that every child was born with a bowl of purest
light inside them. Sometimes some bad things would happen, and these things were like stones in
their Bowl, blocking some of the light”
(Give examples to normalize and prompt, while moving some stones into the bowl one by one) “Things
like someone close getting really sick or hurt or dying, getting really hurt yourself, being taken away
from family, being made to do sex things, being threatened, seeing parents having really bad
arguments or fights or get divorced….you know, the kinds of things that could really hit you hard”
“Some kids who come to work with me have some stones like this, and later on when they are ready
and if they want to, we can help some of the stones to get smaller so they don’t block so much
light…. So I just need to know what are the some of the stones in your bowl? Some things like that
which have happened to you? …I am just going to make a quick list, no details, just the thing and
how old you were when it happened”.
(Offer the child the stones to hold and put in the bowl if they want to while they list them.)
(move quickly from item to item – no time for reflection—and do not make a show of sympathy, or let
them get into the story…just keep it moving) “So what else?”
[If there is an obvious one that we know about from the parent, this is a chance to put it on the agenda
in a straightforward way, for example– “your folks told me you grandma died, we should put that
down too, I suppose”]
[If kids don’t have much to say, we can offer that “we can add to this list later because sometimes
there are things kids are not ready to put on the list”]
Then can go back and ask for each item, “how much does it bother you now when you think about it
for a second?” (0-10 scale like SUDS)

Rainbow Rays (by Ann Beckley-Forest -good way to transition from the Bowl of Light
“I also want to make a list of all the best things that have happened in your life, and we can make a
rainbow with these. We need one for each color of the rainbow. The kinds of things other kids say
are things like a favorite birthday or holiday memory, a trip they took, something fun they did with a
friend, a pet or maybe a time they were doing their favorite hobby or game. Or something they did
they were proud of or won an award.” (If kids have trouble coming up with some, give even more
examples, based on age. Can have the child write a word or two for each memory in Red, Orange,
yellow, Green, etc. across the page. Or therapist can write for them. Or use art materials such as
ribbons, felt, paint
Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Grounding and Soothing Tools
Out of courtesy of these trainers, please do not reproduce or forward to colleagues. This is only for
training participants. Thank you.
Ann Beckley-Forest, Annie Monaco
We must teach our clients ways to connect to their self, self-energy and manage
through the frightening, chaotic moments without losing themselves.
We are re-wiring the brain with teaching people to access internal resources. We
are teaching them to access their ventral vagus nerve and activate the social
engagement system. We want them to have a neuroception of safety and be able to
manage when they are dysregulated.

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Light-Stream Child Style
Based on the adult lightstream technique. Developed by Annie Monaco. www.anniemonaco.com
Instructions:
Use Light-stream when there is yucky feelings in your client’s head, thoughts, or body. Use the Yukky
scale for them to show you where they are. Can use this intervention at any point during a session. This
is a great tool to teach parents to use with children.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Making a colored light stream with the child is a helpful visual.
Match the child’s energy at first when doing this intervention.
If the child is hyper-aroused, gently start speaking slowly, soft, exaggerated, and hypnotically.
If hypo-aroused, gently raise your energy level and movement so the child mirrors you.
Give time between each question for the child to find an answer.
If a child has a problem giving an answer, provide a menu to kids to decrease the silence.

Options for posture: Child can be lying down on the floor, couch, or standing up
“Show me where your yukky feelings are in your body?” (can use magnifying glass to be playful)
“Think about or put your hand on the yucky feelings in your body. I am going to ask you some
questions and you can say them out loud”
“If that yukky feeling had a shape, what would it be? It could be a triangle, a square, circle, rectangle”
“And if it had a size, what would it be? Like is it huge, big, small or medium?”
“If the yukky feelings had a color, what would it be? Whatever colors you think are yukky”
Continue with texture, temperature, sound (high or low pitched) (if age appropriate)
Healing Light
What is your favorite color? We are going to make this color have healing powers, super powers!
(whatever word is age appropriate). it will make you feel calmer, better, less made, less nervous.
Imagine that this pretty color light is coming in through the top of your head and its’ coming from the
skies above. (You can say anything that relates to the client’s beliefs such as “it is coming from
Heaven”) It is all you want and need!!!! And you can keep getting more and more and as much as you
want!!!
Active Children: Let them stand, have them hold favorite colored light paper above their head or you
move it around their body as you speak.
Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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The light feels warm, fuzzy, gentle, relaxing, as it comes in through the top of your head. light to come
in very slowly…easily… gently…and fill your entire head, neck and shoulders. It is calming, relaxing, and
peaceful. You might notice you are breathing easier and at a slower rate.
Directing the light towards the Yucky Shape
As the light comes in very slowly (exaggerate the words) and easily and it starts to go down your head,
neck, into your shoulders, and through your upper body. Allow the beautiful light to touch that yukky
feeling shape! Let it hit it the light directs itself at the shape and move it around and maybe make it
smaller, faded, less bothersome. Take a deep breath and just notice what you feel, what happens to
the shape.
**Younger kids: Let the light touch the Yucky feelings and make it calmer, and nicer. Notice if you are
feeling better.
We need the light to get through our body and out through our legs. So stand up and shake your legs
and your arms to get the light out and get all the yukky feelings out of your body. Keep shaking! Let it
flow out your feet!
Once it flows out your feet, all the stress and tightness is releasing. All of it is leaving your body.
Notice how you feel, allowing the calmness and relaxation to set in.
Can you tell me happened to the shape, size, or color?

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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ESSENTIAL OILS
Essential oils have the unique ability to help relax the body, mind, and spirit. They have the ability to
directly access and affect the brain’s limbic region, the center of emotion and memory. Many oils can
be used to create a positive emotional state, help soothe and create an environment of relaxation.
How aromatherapy works
When you sniff an essential oil, your olfactory bulb fires off signals to the limbic system, the part of the
brain that controls emotions-that's how scents affect your mood. Depending on the type of oil used,
your blood pressure or heart rate may rise or fall, and your body may release certain hormones.
For Your Inhaling Information
Aromatherapy isn't healthy for everyone.
● People with asthma should avoid essential oils, says Alan Hirsch, MD, neurological director of
the Smell & Taste Treatment and Research Foundation in Chicago.
● Pregnant women need to check with their doctors first.
● Never drink an essential oil, even in a small amount, without medical supervision. Essential oils
can be poisonous if you ingest too much-they could affect your nervous system and cause
seizures.
OILS USING FOR CALMING AND GROUNDING
Vetiver used for anxiety and nervousness. Research has credited its use for ADHD.
Ylang Ylang Combats low self-esteem, anger, and increases focus of thoughts, lifts mood
Frankincense Stimulates the limbic part of the brain, elevating the mind and helping to overcome
stress and despair. It is used in European medicine to combat depression.
Bergamot builds confidence and enhance mood.
Patchouli A relaxant that clarifies thoughts, fights depression allowing the discarding of jealousies,
obsessions, and insecurities.
Sweet Orange Alleviates anxiety, anger and depression.
Eucalyptus increases blood circulation and uplifts the spirit.
Peppermint invigorates the mind and the senses
Companies. Young Living and Doterra

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco

Information about Essential Oils: Dr. Axe draxe.com
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ERASER TOOL

(Annie Monaco)
The eraser tool is a resource for adults and children that can temporarily “erase” a situation or
upsetting emotion. It is not meant to deny reality or ignore a situation. It is meant to help the client
gain some distance from an upset, feel empowered and re-group so they have a better chance of
deciding how to handle the situation. Examples: A child can erase: a bully in school, challenging
homework, hurtful words, etc. An adult can erase a “bill”.
Experiential: Make it as play based and fun as possible! Eraser can be drawn out on paper, out of clay
or use a toy that the child wants to use as an imaginary eraser. They need an item they can hold to
erase!
Instructions:
Suggesting the Activity: Acknowledge the upsetting incident. “We are going to use an eraser to get rid
of what happened today and get rid of your yukky feelings! “ ( name the incident).
Explain and Make Eraser: What do you want your eraser to be? You eraser can be anything you want it
to be! It can like the erasers in school or it can be a flower, your favorite animal, car, or a chocolate bar.
It can be anything!
Enhance the image: Focus on the shape, color(s), texture and smell. “Describe it to me” or “draw it for
me”.
Test it Out: “Let’s test it out! Think of having to clean your room (something NOT too upsetting) and
erase the image! Hold your hand up high erase the incident in the air!” They can erase in any way they
want (one swipe, several swipes, dissolve into their eraser, etc.).
Actual Upsetting Incident: “Now think of what happened and play it over in your mind like you are
watching a movie in a movie theater”.
Erase the Incident: “Repeat the movie of the event in your mind but, this time, when you get to the
part of being upset you should stop or pause on that scene or image, bring your eraser up in your
mind, and erase the picture.” Repeat if needed.
Troubleshooting: If the client reports any difficulty you will need to troubleshoot. Here are some
examples of challenges and possible solutions.
Challenges. The client says their eraser doesn’t come up; the image doesn’t all erase, or it takes too
long to erase, making it too upsetting.
Possible solutions. Ask the client what can be done such as making their eraser bigger or changing
what it is made out of to something stronger. They may need to erase differently such as one big
swipe vs. several little ones. They may need to use their eraser sooner in the movie if they are getting
too far into the upsetting part before using their eraser. They may just need to do it a few times in
order to get practice.

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Bubble of Light

Concept from Renae Mussachio/developed by Annie Monaco

This intervention will assist you in blocking other people’s negativity, teasing, harmful behaviors or
drama. The “Bubble of Light” keeps you protected so you don’t take it on your being!
Instructions:
1) Imagine that you have a Bubble of Light around you and it protects you from mean or not nice people.
Your Bubble protects you, keeps you safe and keeps you protected so no harm (nothing bad) can come
to you.
2) If any harm is coming your way, your Bubble “pushes” them back and away from you and your heart.
They bounce off of you and can’t touch you or harm you.
3) To make your Bubble of Light strong come up with a phrase to say out loud or to yourself to make it
stronger.
4) Let’s try it out! When (example that fits the client) tells you that you are ugly, let’s see if you can make
your Bubble strong and push away the statement!
5) Imagine you standing or sitting with your “Bubble of Light”. Say your phrase over and over. (See below
for examples)
6) Then say: I call upon all of those (can say out loud who it is: my dog, angels, grandma, etc) who have big
hearts and purest of love to help me with this. Thank you. (Put in whatever fits for your client).

Examples:
My Bubble of Light keeps me safe and protected from any harm or meanness
God/Angels keeps me safe and protected always
Mother Earth, the world holds me safe from all the yukky or negative energy or people
I now receive all the protection and love that I need from my Bubble of Light
Other options: Therapist says the phrase above for the client

Bubble of Light

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Physical Relaxation Script with Imagery
The following examples are a version of a progressive relaxation type activity. Adapt the script as
appropriate for your client, inserting praise and other directions when necessary. All counselors should
adapt the script similarly, so that their clients experience the relaxation exercise as unique to them,
rather than as being read from a page.
BE A CAT
Pretend you are a furry, lazy cat ... You want to stretch ... Stretch your arms in front of you ... Raise
them up high over your head ... Way back ... Feel the pull in your shoulders ... Stretch higher ... Now,
just let your arms drop back by your side ... Okay kitten, stretch again ... Stretch your arms out in front
of you ... raise them over your head ... Pull them back, way back ... Pull hard ... Now let them drop
quickly ... Good ... Notice how your shoulders feel more relaxed ... This time let's have a big stretch ...
Try to touch the ceiling ... Stretch your arms way out in front of you ... Raise them way up high over
your head ... Push them way, way back ... Notice the tension and pull in your arms and shoulders ...
Hold tight now ... Great ... Let them drop very quickly and feel how good it is to be relaxed ... It feels
good and warm and lazy.
BABY ELEPHANT Hey, here comes a cute baby elephant ... But he's not watching where he's going ...
He doesn't see you lying there on the grass, and he's about to step on your stomach ... Don't move ...
You don't have time to get out of the way ... Just get ready for him ... Make your stomach very hard ...
Tighten up your stomach muscles real tight ... Hold it ...
It looks like he's going the other way ... You can relax now ... Let your stomach go soft ... Let it be as
relaxed as you can ... That feels so much better ... Oops, he's coming this way again ... Get ready ...
Tighten up your stomach ... Real hard ... If he steps on you and when your stomach is hard, it won't
hurt ... Make your stomach into a rock ... Okay, he's moving away again ... You can relax now ... Kind of
settle down, get comfortable and relax ... Notice the difference between a tight stomach and a relaxed
one ... That's how we want it to feel ... Nice and loose and relaxed ... You won't believe this ... But this
time he's really coming your way, and no turning round ... He's headed straight for you ... Tighten up ...
Tighten up ... Here he comes ... This is really it ... You've got to hold on tight ... He's stepping on you ....
He's stepped over you ... Now he's gone for good ... You can relax completely ... You're safe ...
everything is okay and you can feel nice and relaxed.
MUD PUDDLE
Now pretend you are standing bare foot in a big, fat mud puddle ... Squish your toes down deep into
the mud ... Try to get your feet down to the bottom of the mud puddle ... You'll probably need your
legs to help you push ... Push down, spread your toes apart ... and feel the mud squish up between
your toes ... Now step out of the puddle ... Relax your feet ... Let your toes go loose and feel how nice
that is ... It feels good to be relaxed ... Back into the mud puddle ... Squish your toes down ... Let your
muscles help you push your feet down ... Push your feet ... Hard ... Try to squeeze that mud puddle dry
... Okay ... Come back out now ... Relax your feet ... Relax your legs ... Relax your toes ... It feels so good
to be relaxed ... No tenseness anywhere ... You feel kind of warm and tingly.
Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Humming
This can be done in any position, but it might be best for children to hum first by lying down. Have the
children create a voiced sound: hmmmmmmmmm. After they have gotten used to humming, have them
notice the sensation of the vibrations in their bodies – maybe point to the different places they notice
them and see if they can move the vibrations throughout their bodies by humming. The more relaxed
the children become, the more the vibration will move throughout their bodies. Ask them to see if they
can move the vibration to different body parts-arms, hands legs, feet, stomach, head, brain, etc.
Alternate between humming and resting.
(How

this helps: Sound moves by compressing and expanding whatever it is moving through. When you make the sound all through your
body, the pulsation of opening and closing presses and awakens the body. As the sound moves throughout the body it dissolves blocks that
are stuck, creating a wave-like pleasant feeling of all body parts being connected and working together.) From the book Embodying WellBeing or How to Feel as Good as You Can in Spite of Everything by Julie Henderson. Used in the book, Trauma Through A Child’s Eyes by
Peter A. Levine and Maggie Kline, North Atlantic Books.

Silly Fun Facial Expressions

(to discharge stress and agitation)

Horse Lips: With your lips loosely together, blow air vigorously between them. Repeat until your lips
tickle.
How this helps: It releases tightness around the mouth, "relaxes the brain stem," and makes you laugh.

Talking Funny: Press the tip of your tongue against your lower teeth. Relax your tongue so that it feels
like it fills up your whole mouth. Now try to talk! Encourage the children to talk about anything-allow
the fullest laughter possible.
This activity brings awareness of sensation in a fun, encouraging way. Make up different verses with your group. This can be adapted to
having children pretend to be popcorn warming up and then popping in a pan. Trauma Through A Child’s Eyes, by Peter A. Levine and
Maggie Kline, North Atlantic Books, 2007.

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Attachment History Intake Suggestions
Questions about Attachment can be asked of caregivers, extended family, teachers, etc
Presenting problems: Be a detective and explore where the problem behaviors started.
Resources: Explore when the problem is not present.
Developmental History: Obtain a year by year history of the child’s life, concentrating on
attachment experiences and relationships.
Prior to Birth Emotional Responses:
•
•
•
•

What was you and your partner’s emotional responses when you found out you were expecting
a baby?
What kind of thoughts did you have about yourself or your partner as a result of finding out you
were pregnant?
What positive or negative beliefs did you have, expectations, or thoughts did you have about
your baby and his/her future?
Was there any miscarriages prior to this birth?

Womb *
•
•

What was carrying the baby like for you?
Was there any stressors during your pregnancy? Such as deaths of close family, financial,
moving, or medical issues of anyone?

Information about the delivery
Information about the medical issues that the mother or the infant may have experienced is of
extreme importance. Health information can interfere with the development of attuned,
synchronized, and regulated interactions between the caregiver and the infant.
•
•
•

Was your baby on time, early or late?
Was there any complications with your or the birth?
Tell me who was in the room when you were delivering? And afterwards?

Responsiveness and Soothing
•
•
•

What kind of temperament did your baby have? Easy, colicky, difficult?
How did you soothe your baby when he or she was upset or in pain? How easy was it to calm
them down?
What did you do when your baby did not calm down despite trying everything to soothe them? h

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Family Stressors? Living Environment?
You want a detailed list of significant relationships in the child’s life such as who helped in the
beginning, who are other caregivers. Some items to explore:
Was there any separations or disruptions in the first few years of life?
Who watched the child during the absence of the parent? Assess how did the child respond
with the absence?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Tell me other people who took care of your child like a nanny or babysitter or family members?
Developmental milestones attained or missed such as methods of toilet training as well as
parental expectations about personal hygiene and cleanliness, will provide information about the
parent teaching and discipline style.
Was there stressful situations such as having to move, fires, floods, deaths of family members,
violence between parents?
How soon did you (caregivers) return to work or who stayed home? What was that like?
Siblings and how they respond to the child/
Did you have animals and how did your child like them?
How do you handle if your kids was scared? Like of the dark or the boogey man?

Describe times of the following:
Nurturing Play, Play, Nurturing Touch
Arguments, Fights, Advice giving, No Interaction
Doing Homework, separate activities in the same place, Giving instructions and orders
Assessing the Parents ability to be playful
What do you to have fun and be playful in your life now?
Could you tell me about the last time you shared a playful moment with your child? How often
do these moments happen now?
What was your play history growing up?
What is the child’s play history with others?
Assessing parent’s capacity for self-regulation
How do you handle stress?
What do you do to take care of yourself?
How do you cope with difficult emotions?
How effective are these coping mechanisms in helping you reach a positive emotional state?
What emotions do you find more difficult to manage?
How is your support system?

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Storytelling EMDR processing approach
(by Ann Beckley-Forest, adapted from Joan Lovett)
Principles:
1) Preparation – write the story --often including the parent
2) Simplicity – simple words, repeat phrases, tell the story more than once
3) Increase engagement-- use props, art, sandtray to make the story come alive
4) Within window of tolerance – “sandwich with one slice of meat”
5) Whole life context from “born beautiful & good” à “now growing bigger and stronger every day”
6) Before the parent starts to read, tell the child the story has a happy ending.
7) BLS – when the child is taking the story in, stop for reactions, check the body, “what else?” more BLS
as aspects are added and story is repeated.
8) Repeat the story several times, ask the child to react, add in if they want.

Story preparation guide
(not a script)
1. Once upon a time (intro using the third person for emotional distance – and to make it a story): current
description highlights connection

Example: There was a girl who lived in a house with her mom and dad and her tabby cat
2. They loved/enjoyed/knew (a few things about the child to establish safety/connection/ resources)

Example: They knew she was an excellent bike rider and how much she loved to ride as fast as she can
with the wind in her hair.
2. Just like everyone else in the world, this child had some things in their life that were good or lucky and
some things that were sad/difficult/confusing/unfair/hard to understand (choose 1-2)

Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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3. One good thing was that they were born beautiful & lovable and

(smart, strong, creative, etc.)
4. One sad/ difficult/challenging thing was (simple description of the trauma or critical incident – this
activates the image)

Example: When she was playing at her neighbor’s house, the neighbor touched her private area and
made her feel embarrassed about it. *See more examples below
5. (Introduce negative thoughts) Sometimes when sad/difficult things happen, they can be confusing and
hard to understand. Children sometimes wonder whether it is their fault or think they are bad.
(second time reading through– stop here & ask – “what do you think he/she was wondering?”)
6. Explore the emotions/body sensations. Sometimes children feel big feelings in their bodies like worry,
anger or fear. These can make their body feel this way (choose only one -- use parent’s knowledge of
the child’s reactions)

Examples: like they are choking with fear, their heart is racing, their stomach is hurting, etc.
7. “Finish the sandwich” with adaptive information

There are choices here, based on clinical judgement about what will be helpful and acceptable to the
child. Keep it simple – one sentence with key words you can return to later. Make it believable – too
positive and it will not be accepted by the child.
Now that this kid is older she can understand some things that she didn’t before, such as …
OR
Now her parents want her to know that…
OR
Now it is time for her to see..
Ann Beckley-Forest & Annie Monaco
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Options: Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(She is safe now and its over)
(it was nobody’s fault/it was not her fault)
(she is loveable)
(she can be OK even if things don’t go her way)
(now she can express her feelings and __________will understand)
(she can have her feelings and calm herself enough to control her behavior)
(we can be OK even if we can’t understand exactly why something happened; the world is full of things
we can’t understand)
(everyone deserves to be treated kindly and so does she)
(she can trust________________ to _______________)
(she is safe even if others are in control, like when she does what the teacher or her parents tell her to
do)
(she is safe, even if something is unfair, like when she plays a game and the kids change the rules)

8. Ending: NOW she is growing bigger and stronger every day. The end.

*Examples of the “one slice” for #5 —Some ideas
Foster/adoption
“When he was little his birth mother was not able to be good at taking care of him because she was
using drugs… so another family welcomed him at their house.”
“When she was a baby she had to leave the country where she was born because her first family was so
poor and asked the orphanage to find her a new home”
“When his mom and dad lost custody because they were not taking care of him the way a little kid
needs, he had to go and live with another family who grew to love him very much”
Abuse/neglect & reunificiation
When she was a baby, her mother was not acting like a grown up and left her by herself, so everyone
thought that moving to her grandma’s house was a good idea.
And later in the story at #8
Now her mother has learned many things about being a mom and wants to try again to do a good job.
When he was a kid, his father lost his temper and grabbed the boy so hard that his arm broke.
And later..
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His father wanted to tell him how sorry he was and spent a long time working on his anger so he would
be safe and could spend time with his son again.
Preverbal trauma
While she was still in her mother’s tummy she heard her Daddy yelling loudly at her mother
When he was only 2 years old, his father got very sick with cancer and died at the hospital and he did
not see his Dad any more
When she was 3 she saw her father hurt her mom by hitting her in the head
When he was 3 his older cousin asked him to touch his penis even though other people’s private parts
are not for touching
When he was 2, just one time he had a very high fever and a seizure-- which is where your muscles
tense up very tight and you feel like you are choking
When she was little she had a surgery and her mom couldn’t go into the operating room with her
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